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Motivation
Knowledge about non-causal relations plays an
important part in causal reasoning and causal
explanation. Focus: symmetrical relations.

Questions:

� How can we represent non-causal and
causal information in unifying computable
structures?

� How do we compute causal claims from
heterogeneous knowledge – e.g., knowl-
edge about physical properties vs. con-
ceptual assumptions?

� If we integrate intensional links (highly
subjective) in causal models (as objective
as possible): Can consistent causal infer-
ence be preserved/restored?

Basic Idea
To facilitate causal inference from causal and
non-causal knowledge we introduce a new type
of edge in Bayes net causal models:

� non-directed,

� non-causal but rather informational,

� capable of propagating information instan-
taneously,

� not to be deactivated by any means,

� should work like synonyms, mathematical
inter-definitions, or logical relations.

Remark: In standard statistical modeling such
entangled events would be collapsed into one
single variable. But in conceptual analysis we
would like to disambiguate, and in the causal
analysis physical, conceptual, temporal etc. sep-
aration should find its expression.

Hybrid Causal Knowledge Patterns
Formal Definition (extending Pearl 2000): Example Structure:
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Causal Knowledge Patterns, formally

Def.: Causal Knowledge Pattern (CKP)

A causal knowledge pattern is a quadruple

K = 〈U, V, F,C〉
such that M = 〈U, V, F 〉 is a causal model over n variables, and:

C is a set of epistemic contours, i. e., a set of 1-1-functions ci,j

such that for all ci,j ∈ C:
1 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n k i 6= j,
2 ci,j : Vi −→ Vj,
3 cj,i ∈ C, and
4 cj,i = c−1

i,j . (3 & 4: closure under inversion)
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Causal Knowledge Patterns by example
Bi-directional Epistemic Contours are defined to link inseparable, strictly
entangled variables and propagate values instantaneously:

X1 X2

A B

Y

c

B = cAB (a)

Y = fY (b)
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Bi-directional Epistemic Contours are defined to link inseparable, strictly entangled variables and
propagate values instantaneously; example: do(A = a) breaks X1 → A and X2 → A, but not A−B.
Preserving acyclicity via a-collapsibility : A CKP K is called a-collapsible if pulling together all nodes
of each EC clique into one single node per clique (leaving intact all directed arrows) results in a DAG.

Intensional Links and Causal Inference
Problem: Causal inference in Bayesian networks is made possible by the Causal Markov Condition
(CMC). In CKPs, structure alone does not suffice to dissolve potential inconsistencies emerging
from incompatible assignments (postulating independence of the exogenous variables).

Idea: Efficient reasoning with epistemic contours is possible whenever the variables of an EC clique
have compatible distinguished default values, where “the default value of a variable is the one that
we would expect in the absence of any information about intervening causes.” (Hitchcock 2007);
deviant values are produced by active causal histories.

Disentangling causal histories: Example:
A graphical criterion for disentangling causal histories

Def.: Principle of Explanatory Dominance

A set of variables Z1 in a certain EC clique connecting the set of variables
C is said to weakly explanatorily dominate the set of variables Z2 ⊆ C\Z1

in world ω iff Z1’s variables
(i) all show compatible values (relative to the epistemic contours),
(ii) exhibit a value incompatible with at least one of the values in Z2,
(iii) and at least one of their orphan predecessors shows a deviant value

with effective influence on Z1 (i. e., were it set to a different value,
at least one variable in Z1 would be assigned differently, too).1

Strict explanatory dominance

1This condition neglects deviants whose influence is absorbed or overridden by
specific causal mechanisms, but attributes relevance to multiple deviants that would be
efficacious if they did not cancel each other precisely.
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Explanatory dominance by example (simple)
Explicating the “decoupling” of experiments

X1

X2

X3

X4

f1 = id f3 = id

c1,3 = id

1 0

1 06=

�
�
1

Observe: x2 = 1 and x4 = 0

=⇒
x1 = f1(x2) = 1 6= 0 = f3(x4) = x3

But: X2 A X1 is considered active;
{X1} explanatorily dominates {X3}
(strictly and maximally).

=⇒ Prune X3’s causal history
such that
x3 = c1,3(x1) = 1 X
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1This condition neglects deviants whose influence is absorbed or overridden
by specific causal mechanisms, but attributes relevance to multiple deviants
that would be efficacious if they did not cancel each other precisely.

Pruning the CKP: X2 → X1 is consid-
ered active; {X1} explanatorily domi-
nates {X3} (strictly and maximally).

Theorem: An intervention’s effect on a given EC clique C can be computed consistently if

1. the effect of an intervention on an EC clique C is identifiable;

2. the affected variables in any EC clique C are not explanatorily dominated by any non-affected
set of variables in C; and

3. the affected variables in C exhibit compatible values (relative to c).

CKPs and Causal Explanation
Conclusion 1: If intensional knowledge is available, the Principle of Expl. Dom. tells the modeler

� under what circumstances/in what contexts/under which interventions the given pattern will
be useful, and if so,

� how to disentangle the model at hand for consistent (causal) inference.

Conclusion 2: By locating intensional and extensional knowledge, CKPs facilitate causal explana-
tion along F∪C-type paths (i.e., mechanistic knowledge and non-causal information).
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